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Animal Words
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Astronomy

Sun E

First-quarter 

Moon

Full 

Moon

Third-quarter 

Moon

As part of our Milky Way Galaxy, our Earth rotates daily, our moon 

orbits the earth about every 29 days, and our Earth orbits our sun 

annually.  









Birds
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Colors
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Foods
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Nöösiwqa
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Insects
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Male and Female Words
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Minerals and Geology
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Mirror Words

Palindromes:

words spelled the same way

from either direction, 

like “radar.”



MIRROR WORDS

This list of Hopi words has 2 clues for each word.  The first clue is that all 

words are spelled the same from left-to-right or from right-to-left.  The second 

clue is listed with each word.

Good luck!

Pinion Jay __________

Almost, nearly __________

Expression of disbelief, Wow! __________

Oh, too bad! __________

Possessive (my child) __________

Helper __________

Your (prefix, plural) __________

Hot __________

“Whoa” (stop a horse) __________

Shout by clowns __________

Baby talk:  sound accompanying a pinch __________

Exclamation used when someone is about to fall __________

Alike __________

Contents of an open, shallow container __________

Yes __________

Mirror-1



Numbers

15

30/6

100

∑

≤

π

3 + 77

2









Plants
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Plaza
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Time
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Springtime

Picture provided by Kristin Huisinga









Verbs

run

swim

jump

look

















Weaving
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More Puzzles



Leap Frog Brain Teaser

By changing only 1 letter in each row, please 

fill in the missing words.  

There may be more than one solution.

You may start at the top and work down.

Or, you may start at the bottom and work up.

You can work from both the top and the 

bottom, towards the middle, too!

Leap Frog-1

P A A S A

Y A W T A



SUDOKU

すどく

Sudoku is a number game currently popular in Japan, 

but originally invented by the eighteenth-century 

mathematician, Euler (pronounced Oiler).

The game consists of individual elements, boxes, 

rows, and columns.

The goal is to fill in the numbers so that each box, 

each row, and each column individually have unique 

numbers.

One way to work these puzzles is to find the boxes, 

rows, or columns with the most numbers already 

given.  From there, a letter may be assigned to the 

unknown elements, for ease of tracking one’s guesses.  

A process of elimination can be used, to eliminate 

what numbers cannot be used for the letter.  By 

thinking about the box, row, and column, the answer 

can be found!

がんばって ください
Ganbatte Kudasai 

(Work hard, please!)

Sudoku-1



SUDOKU

すどく

This first puzzle is designed for beginners.  It has 2x2 boxes with 

only 4 elements in each box.  Thus, the numbers in each box, row, or 

column must be suukya’, lööyö’, pàayo’, or naalöyö’.  As mentioned 

before, a number occurs only once in a given box, row, or column.

pàayo’ suukya’

pàayo’

naalöyö’ lööyö’

To help you with this first puzzle, the letters A and B are inserted, 

below.  B cannot be lööyö’ or naalöyö’ because those numbers are 

already in the bottom row.  Similarly, B cannot be pàayo’ because 

that number is already in the same column as B.  Thus, B must be 

suukya’.  Since each number can only occur once in a box, A must be 

lööyö’.  Good Luck finishing the rest!!!

pàayo’ suukya’

pàayo’ A

naalöyö’ B lööyö’

Sudoku-2



SUDOKU

すどく

These next puzzles are for practice before you start the harder ones!

suukya’

suukya’ naalöyö’ pàayo’

lööyö’ pàayo’

pàayo’

lööyö’

naalöyö’ suukya’

lööyö’ naalöyö’

Sudoku-3



SUDOKU

すどく

This puzzle is harder, with 2x3 boxes (2 rows and 3 columns in each 

box) and 6 elements in each box.  Thus, the numbers in each box, row, 

or column must be suukya’, lööyö’, pàayo’, naalöyö’, tsivot, or 

navay.  As mentioned before, a number only occurs once in a given 

box, row, or column.

naalöyö’ tsivot

lööyö’ suukya’

tsivot suukya’ navay

pàayo’

naalöyö’

pàayo’ lööyö’

Sudoku-4



SUDOKU

すどく

This final puzzle is the hardest, with 3x3 boxes and 9 elements in 

each box.  Thus, the numbers in each box, row, or column must be 

suukya’, lööyö’, pàayo’, naalöyö’, tsivot, navay, tsange’, nanal, or 

pept.  As mentioned before, a number only occurs once in a given 

box, row, or column.

navay tsange’ naalöyö’ pàayo’ nanal

nanal pàayo’ pept tsivot navay

navay naalöyö’ suukya’ tsivot pàayo’ nanal pept

nanal tsivot pàayo’

suukya’ pept

tsivot suukya’ tsange’

naalöyö’ pàayo’ tsange’ pept

pàayo’ pept tsivot nanal lööyö’ suukya’ navay

Sudoku-5



Eskweli, Askwali

Kwakwha

Learn more about 

Hopi Language 

at mesamedia.org


